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Are Words Losing
Their Magic?
The most powerful ideas in human history have one thing in common –
they’re all based on words. From religious doctrines to political constitutions
to famous speeches that have broken down walls and created worlds, words
have a long history of forging futures.
So, what is it about words that give them the ability to shape perspectives?
Rooted in oral tradition, words have always communicated importance. From
oral traditions to the written word, words were luxuries available only to the
elite. That is, until the printing press made it possible for them to be
distributed almost as soon as they were written.
Today, words are shared as they’re conceived, and technology has made it
possible to fire these “thought-rockets” around the world at devastating
speeds.
That same technology has quickened the pace of the world. We do more, say
more, share more – but does that mean we’re thinking more?
Among social media, digital media and broadcast media, words are hurled
randomly into cyberspace with meanings twisted and distorted. Indeed, we’re
littered with words, but how many of them actually matter?
Ironically, even though we’re exposed to more words today than ever before,
fewer move us as did the words and works of the great orators of the past. Are
words losing their magic?

What Do Today’s
Retirees Want From
Their Annuities?
Retirees like the steady income stream
offered by a fixed annuity, but most are
concerned that they have little control over
the money in their annuities.
A new research report – conducted by
Boston Research Group – asked 1,035
retirees how they felt about annuities.
When asked if they would prefer a lump-sum
payment or a steady income stream
throughout retirement, 77% said they
preferred a steady income stream.
However, when asked if they would prefer to
have control of their money or give up
control in exchange for a steady income
stream, 70% said they would prefer to have
control of their money.
An annuity, of course, is a trade-off. You
give a sum of money to an insurance
company and the company pays you a steady
income at regular intervals for a set period of
time. You no longer have control over your
nest egg, but you sleep well knowing you
have a steady income stream.
For some, giving up control over their money
may have its benefits. For example, you no
longer have to do your own research and
make your own investments; someone else is
managing this portion of your savings for
you.
If, however, you do worry about losing
control of your money, you may want to
leave most of your assets in your retirement
plan to use in your early retirement years.
The remainder you can put into an annuity
for a payout stream that would start when
you get older. Your advisor can show you
how.
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Can An Annuity Help You
Pay for Long-Term Care?
As an investor nearing retirement, you’ve
spent years building your wealth. Now
you want to maintain it without having to
worry about incurring major losses.
The traditional way of maintaining wealth
has been through the purchase of bonds:
U.S. Treasury and municipal and
corporate bonds, to name just a few.
Another way has been with a fixed
annuity.
In today’s economic environment,
however, bond and fixed annuity returns
are not what they were. Interest rates are
historically low, and before raising them,
it’s likely that the U.S. Federal Reserve
Board will need to see stronger
employment markets and at least some
indication of higher inflation. This seems
unlikely at the moment.
As your bonds mature, you may find that
your overall portfolio yield will decline
because the new bonds you purchase to
replace the old ones offer lower rates. The
same would be the case if you purchase a
fixed annuity now. You would be
committed to an investment vehicle that

offers the prevailing (low) interest rates.
That said, bonds and fixed annuities are
still important investment vehicles.
Why? Because by including many types
of investments in your portfolio you
diversify it.
And diversification can be a very
valuable trait. For example, consider the
2008 recession. In those days, a low
return from a bond or fixed annuity was
certainly preferable to a loss of
approximately 37%, which was
sustained by investors in index funds
that tracked the S&P 500 Index.
Of course, stocks are also important for
portfolio growth, so it’s important not to
write them off entirely.
Indeed, different investments have
different advantages and risks and are
therefore suitable for different investors.
As a result, it’s a good idea to consult a
professional before purchasing any
investment, including bonds, stocks or
fixed annuities, however appropriate the
investment may seem.
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Rotary Minute
Community Service
The Eden Prairie Noon
Rotary will be cleaning up a
section of Valley View Rd
in Eden Prairie on October
20, 2012 from 8am … this
is an annual event for our
club to help keep our cities
clean.
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